warehouse safety
solutions

shipping & driver
safety solutions

cargo control
safety solutions

Push-through prevention, work
area protection and flue space
compliance for warehouse
storage arrays.

Innovative cargo control for semi-trailers,
vans and box trucks. Protect personnel,
keep freight off the doors and keep your
fleet compliant.

Secure your fleet with DOT and
NACSS compliant cargo control
for pickups, cargo vans, passenger
vehicles and ATVs/UTVs.

warehouse
safety solutions
Adrian’s Rack Safety Solutions products install in seconds, cost less and have more versatility than anything on the market.
The warehouse safety product line offers simple solutions for push-through prevention, work area protection or for pick-and-pack
operations. Adrian’s Rack Safety Straps and Nets are made from high-tenacity webbing and feature specially designed hardware
that can be attached to the existing pallet rack upright within seconds.
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rack safety strap
BN-RSS-XXXX
The Rack Safety Strap increases the level of safety to your
warehouse racking by keeping large, palletized or shrinkwrapped items from pushing through into the flue space or
falling into a work area. It mounts quickly to the existing back
of the rack with no retrofit needed. Removes for access in
seconds. Safety yellow webbing for easy visibility. Standard
sizes are available for 8, 9, 10, 12 and 13 feet bays. Custom
sizes are available.

rack safety cable
BN-RSC-XXXX
Perfect for the retail environment, the Rack Safety Cable adds a high level of safety
to your warehouse store racking by keeping product from tipping into the aisle, potentially causing injury or death. Mounts and removes quickly to existing racking with
no retrofit needed. Wire rope allows good product visibility.
All Rack Safety Cables made to custom size to ensure a proper fit.
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rack safety net fixed
BN-RSB-XXXX
The Rack Safety Net - Fixed adds yellow mesh to the
super-strong Rack Strap cargo webbing and hardware.
This net adds a high level of safety to your warehouse
racking by keeping large, palletized or shrink-wrapped
items from pushing through into the flue space. It
mounts and removes quickly to existing racking with
no retrofit needed.

rack safety net sliding
BN-RSN-XXXX
Designed specifically for pick-and-pack operations, the Rack
Safety Net - Sliding adds a high level of safety to your warehouse
pallet racking system. This net adds versatility to the front of picking
bays, as the net slides for easy access to product. The Rack Safety
Net installs into existing racking in seconds with no retrofit needed.
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end of aisle safety straps BN-LRSS-XXXX
Provide end of aisle carton fall protection on your pallet racking with End of Aisle
Safety Straps. The strap works like traditional end of aisle netting without all the
complicated installation. The straps have a specially angled hardware that hooks
right into all standard uprights – no tools needed. Protect aisle ways and works
areas while reducing product loss with End of Aisle Safety Straps.
Warehouse Safety product specifications:

All products listed are
available for structural and
Schaefer racking systems.
Ask your sales rep for
these part numbers.
Compliant to California
Labor Code, Sections 9102(a)
and 9102(b) and to
NFPA fire code 230.
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Code/SKU

Name

Width

Length

BN-RSN-98.5

Rack Safety Net - Sliding (8 ft. bay - 96")

34"

8' 2.5"

BN-RSN-110.5

Rack Safety Net - Sliding (9 ft. bay - 108")

34"

9' 2.5"

BN-RSN-122.5

Rack Safety Net - Sliding (10 ft. bay - 120")

34"

10' 2.5"

BN-RSN-146.5

Rack Safety Net - Sliding (12 ft. bay - 144")

34"

12' 2.5"

BN-RSN-158.5

Rack Safety Net - Sliding (13 ft. bay - 156")

34"

13' 2.5"

BN-RSB-98.5

Rack Safety Net - Fixed (8 ft. bay - 96”)

32.5"

8’ 2.5"

BN-RSB-110.5

Rack Safety Net - Fixed (9 ft. bay - 108”)

32.5"

9' 2.5"

BN-RSB-122.5

Rack Safety Net - Fixed (10 ft. bay - 120”)

32.5"

10' 2.5"

BN-RSB-146.5

Rack Safety Net - Fixed (12 ft. bay - 144”)

32.5"

12' 2.5"

BN-RSB-158.5

Rack Safety Net - Fixed (13 ft. bay - 156”)

32.5"

13' 2.5"

BN-RSS-98.5

Rack Safety Strap (8 ft. bay - 96”)

2"

8' 2.5"

BN-RSS-110.5

Rack Safety Strap (9 ft. bay - 108”)

2"

9' 2.5"

BN-RSS-122.5

Rack Safety Strap (10 ft. bay - 120”)

2"

10' 2.5"

BN-RSS-146.5

Rack Safety Strap (12 ft. bay - 144”)

2"

12' 2.5"

BN-RSS-158.5

Rack Safety Strap (13 ft. bay - 156”)

2"

13' 2.5"

BN-LRSS-42

End of Aisle Safety Strap for 42” bay

2"

42"

BN-LRSS-48

End of Aisle Safety Strap for 48” bay

2"

48"

NEW!

Modular Safety Netting
BN-MSN-XXXX

Designed for walkway and work area product fall protection,
Adrian's Modular Safety Netting installs quickly with no tools
required. The modular design allows "stacking" or "tiling," so any
space can be easily protected straight out of the box. Keep loose
items or cartons from falling into a work space or aisleway with
this industrial safety netting.

Code/SKU

Name

Width

Length

BN-MSN-94.25

Modular Safety Netting (8 ft. bay - 96")

60"

94.25"

BN-MSN-100.25
BN-MSN-106.25

Modular Safety Netting (8.5 ft. bay - 102")

60"

100.25"

Modular Safety Netting (9 ft. bay - 108")

60"

BN-MSN-118.25

Modular Safety Netting (10 ft. bay - 120")

60"

106.25"
118.25"

BN-MSN-142.25

Modular Safety Netting (12 ft. bay - 144")

60"

142.25"
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shipping & driver
safety solutions
The Freight Saver product line offers several shipping and driver safety solutions for your fleet. Protect personnel, keep
freight off the doors and keep your fleet compliant. With Freight Saver solutions you can improve employee safety, reduce
damage and claims and eliminate dunnage.
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freight saver tc
BN-0530
Designed to eliminate trailer door accidents and
contain floor stacked shipments easily, the Freight
Saver TC offers total coverage for your freight.
Separate loads for several stops and eliminate
cross deliveries by using multiple nets. Features
three points of adjustability. Made from 6,000 lb.
tensile strength seatbelt webbing, PVC-coated
polyester mesh and 10,000 lb. DOT certified cargo
webbing. DOT and NACSS Compliant.

freight saver hn
BN-0515
Designed to work with horizontal e-tracks, the Freight Saver HN
(horizontal net) will help to restrain and contain your shipments.
The HN can also help separate deliveries and prevent cross
deliveries by using multiple nets per load. Two points of
adjustability allow you to restrain with as much or as little force
as needed. Made from 6,000 lb. tensile strength seatbelt webbing,
PVC coated polyester mesh and 10,000 lb. DOT certified cargo
webbing. DOT and NACSS Compliant.
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freight saver xp
BN-0520
Designed to keep drivers safe from falling cargo when the door in
trailers and box trucks is opened, the Freight Saver XP is the simple and easy answer to keep freight off the trailer doors. The XP
attaches at the four corners with e-clips and self-adjusts so there
is no guess work involved. Simply place the XP at the rear of the
freight. For use with vertical e-tracks. DOT and NACSS Compliant.

freight saver
door safety strap
BN-0551
The Freight Saver Door Safety Strap keeps drivers and
dock workers safe from falling freight when opening
trailer doors. Simply attach to both trailer doors when first
opening a trailer or container to keep the free door from
bursting open. Straps stow easily in cab.
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freight saver driver assist strap BN-0552
This strap helps prevent injuries and accidents while drivers and dock workers climb into and
out of trailers. Connects to existing e-track and provides a simple, convenient handhold to
make entry and exit easier and safer. Made from 6,000 lb. tensile strength seatbelt webbing.

freight saver shield BN-0540
The Freight Saver Shield eliminates wet freight on the
rear of the trailer while increasing efficiency at the
dock. This cargo shield easily stows in the back of the
trailer and deploys quickly as a barrier between the
freight and the door. This is an easy solution for a green
initiative, as it reduces trailer plastic and the litter it
leaves on the roads.
Freight Saver product specifications:
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Code/SKU

Name

Weight

Width

Length

BN-0501

Freight Saver AR

6.5 lbs.

70"

46"

BN-0515

Freight Saver HN

3.5 lbs.

80"

32"

BN-0520

Freight Saver XP

6.5 lbs.

80"

72"

BN-0530

Freight Saver TC

9.7 lbs.

80"

84"

BN-0540

Freight Saver Shield

1.7 lbs.

102"

96"

BN-0551

Freight Saver Door Safety Strap

0.4 lbs.

2"

35"

BN-0552

Freight Saver Assist Strap

0.35 lbs.

2"

48"

bednet

®

cargo control solutions
Secure your fleet with proven, DOT and NACSS Compliant, cargo restraints from Bednet® Cargo Control Solutions. Ensure all
vehicle types in your fleet are compliant with laws regarding cargo securement. Bednet® offers cargo control products for the
following vehicle types: pickup trucks, passenger vehicles, cargo vans work/utility trucks and ATVs/UTVs.
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product applications
Original Bednet®
Interior Cargo Restraint
Cargo Utility Net		
Bednet® Original Mini			
Stake Truck Net		
SUV and Crossover Bulkhead Net
Cargo Van Bulkhead				
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Pickup

Work/Utility Truck

UTV/ATV

Cargo Van

Passenger Vehicle

bednet® original
BN-0101, BN-0102, BN-0103
The ground-breaking design of the Bednet® Cargo Restraint System allows
your crews to quickly and safely secure cargo in pickups. The integrated
straps quickly adjust and conform to the load, holding it securely in place
using the truck’s existing anchor points.

bednet® interior cargo restraint with mesh
BN-0304
This premium net keeps cargo safely in the back seat so drivers
can concentrate on driving. This product provides painless
installation into the seat posts at the bottom and seatbelt at
the top. This restraint features a mesh underlay to keep even
the smallest items contained. A carry case, two carabiners
and two cam straps are included.
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bednet® suv & crossover bulkhead net
BN-0345
The Bednet® SUV and Crossover Bulkhead protects the driver from
objects carried in the rear seats or cargo area during an accident or
hard-braking situation. This net can be field installed in most vehicles
in minutes, with no alterations required. To regain the full passenger
functionality of the vehicle, the bulkhead disconnects in seconds and
stows nicely in its carry bag.
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bednet® original mini
BN-0426, BN-0427
The Bednet® Mini incorporates the ground-breaking design of
the Original Bednet® Cargo Restraint System for use in UTV
beds. The integrated straps quickly adjust and conform to
your load holding it securely in place using existing or added
anchor points.

bednet® cargo van bulkhead
BN-0323
The Bednet® Bulkhead for Cargo Vans protects the driver from
objects carried in the cargo area during an accident or hardbraking situation. Easy load visibility provides drivers with an
added level of safety as shifted or spilled cargo can be identified
before compromising the stability of the vehicle or spilling out the
doors upon opening. This net can be installed in most vehicles in
minutes, with anchor points normally needed only at the top.
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bednet® utility cargo net
BN-0272, BN-0275
Bednet® Cargo Utility Nets provide a smart solution to secure cargo
in utility trailers. Stow after each use or affix one end of the net to
trailer with accessory carabiners, leaving the net in place. Secure by
tie downs (not included.)

bednet® stake truck net
BN-0713
The Bednet® Stake Truck Net contains most cargo in the rear of
stake bed trucks. It secures quickly to trucks sides or rub rails
with six integrated commercial cam straps. This net is designed
to be easily handled and adjusted by one person.
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bednet® original - jumbo long
BN-0108
Specifically designed for service bodies, this jumbo net is quick
and easy to install. The straps are integrated into the product design so they cannot be lost or detached from the unit. The coated
hooks and super-tough nylon buckles will not scratch the vehicle.
The Bednet® CRS is made of tough polyester seatbelt webbing.

Bednet product specifications:

Code/SKU

Name

Weight

Width

Length

BN-0101

Bednet® Original - Large (Full-Size Long Bed)

7.2 lbs.

63 in.

85 in.

BN-0102

Bednet® Original - Medium (Full-Size Short Bed)

6.3 lbs.

64.5 in.

65 in.

BN-0103

Bednet® Original - Small (Compact)

6 lbs.

56 in.

64.5 in.

BN-0108

Bednet® Original - Jumbo Long

8 lbs.

54 in.

124 in.

BN-0272

Bednet® Cargo Utility Net (6’x7’)

5 lbs.

72 in.

84 in.

BN-0275

Bednet® Cargo Utility Net (7’x14’)

9 lbs.

82 in.

168 in.

BN-0426

Bednet® Original Mini (36” x 48”)

3.8 lbs.

48 in.

36 in.

BN-0427

Bednet® Original Mini (28” x 37”)

3.1 lbs.

37 in.

28 in.

BN-0304

Bednet® Interior Cargo Restraint with Mesh

4.75 lbs.

39 in.

60 in.

BN-0323

Bednet® Cargo Van Bulkhead - Small

3.9 lbs.

50 in.

45 in.

BN-0345

Bednet® SUV and Crossover Bulkhead Net

4.45 lbs.

50 in.

45 in.

BN-0713

Bednet® Stake Truck Net - Large

16.75 lbs.

98 in.

124 in.
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about us
Warehouse Safety. Cargo Restraint. Driver Safety.
At Adrian’s Safety Solutions, our primary objective is to offer products
that allow for a safer workplace environment at a reasonable price. Our
three product lines include Adrian’s Warehouse Safety Solutions, Bednet®
Cargo Control Solutions and Freight Saver.
For more than 20 years our customers have been at the heart of our
business strategy, and focusing on their needs and expectations has
given us a strong portfolio. We’ve been fortunate to partner with companies that place value on employee safety, public safety and protecting
their products.
We are proud to serve a variety of industries including manufacturing,
transportation, oil and gas, construction, retail and warehousing. We
enjoy partnering with customers to create custom solutions for unique
material handling and cargo control needs.

Let us help you make workplace safety simple.
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